Contour Mouse Family

Contour Mouse
- because hands are not one-size
Contour Mouse and Contour Mouse wireless are ergonomic mouse designed to support your hand comfortably, however large or small your hands are, and regardless of whether you are right- or left-handed. Contour
Mouse provides an excellent balance between ergonomics and efficiency, and is available in different versions.

Available in both right-handed and
left-handed versions

With multiple sizes available in both right-handed and
left-handed versions, you are sure to find a Contour
Mouse that fits your hand perfectly. It is important to
have a relaxed grip, without having to bend your fingers
too much, otherwise your hand and wrist can become
strained, causing injuries.

Designed with three equally sized buttons

Contour Mouse has five buttons, including a third, full-size middle button. The three primary buttons are elongated, allowing your fingers to rest on them. You can click
with outstretched fingers using small, gentle movements,
without having to bend your fingers. Your thumb rests
on the side of the mouse, between the Forward/Back
button and the scroll wheel.

Technology moves fast,
but our hands don’t change

The Contour Mouse was launched in 1995. We tested
over 120 different models, until we found the perfect
design for your hand, and then we launched it under
the name Perfit Mouse – short for “Perfect Fit”. Although
technology moves fast, our hands don’t change. Therefore, we have kept to the original design of the Contour
Mouse, which helps you to reduce mouse-related
injuries such as carpal tunnel syndrome and tendinitis
caused by repeated mouse movements.
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Functions
 eft click. Use the large left button to left click.
A L
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B Middle click. Use the middle click button to
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auto-scroll.

XL
More than 21 cm

C Right click. Use the large right button to right click.
D S croll wheel. Move up and down.
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Toggle switch. Performs “back” and “forward” browser functions in most

19 -21 cm

browsers.

M
17 - 19 cm

Finding the right size

S

To find the right size of Contour Mouse for you, measure the length from the tip of your
middle finger to the first crease of the wrist.

More than 21 cm
19 - 21 cm
17 - 19 cm
Less than 17 cm

Your size

Right

Left

XL
L
M
S

Wired
Wired/Wireless
Wired/Wireless
Wired/Wireless

Wired
Wired/Wireless
Wireless

Technical specifications
Tilt angle
Tracking method
Cursor speed precision (dpi)
Buttons/functions
Available in different sizes
Connection
Weight
Width
Height
Length
Driver
Colour
Warranty
Compatibility

17 degrees
Optical motion sensor
800-2800
6 (5 programmable buttons)
Yes
Wired/Wireless
140 - 187,5 g
8.3 - 9.8 cm
4.3 - 5.2 cm
12.8 - 15.3 cm
Plug-n-Play. Optional drivers to allow programming the
buttons available from our support page.
Grey metal
2 years from date of purchase
OSX og Windows
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Place the first crease of your wrist on dotted line.

Length

Less than 17 cm

